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EDITOR’S 
NOTES

To a packed auditorium of fashionistas, the annual charity fashion show 
Seams will spotlight models sashaying down the runway wearing elegant 
clothes by renowned Hong Kong designers and creative designs by our own 
talented students at AISHK. The entertainment of music and dance will 
provide delightful interludes to the fashion collections. 

Inspired by the concept of dusk and dawn, the theme Radiance will channel 
vibrant colours, warm tones with elegant, classic and minimalist clothing 
with a contemporary twist. We are delighted that all proceeds from the 
evening will be donated to the Christina Noble Children’s 
Foundation to continue their inspirational work with 
underprivileged children in Vietnam and Mongolia.

On a personal note, I would like to thank a committee of thirteen passion-
ate students who were so dedicated to continuing our school’s annual 
fashion and upholding the standards higher than ever. This booklet, creat-
ed by our Deputy Head of Media Sharman Tam, catalogues the 
creation of SEAMS 2019, from the models’ rehearsals to the final edits of 
our trailer, and shows our team’s collective passion towards our cause.

Thank you for attending our show, and I hope you enjoy yourselves in this 
night of radiant fashion.

By Hayden

SHARMAN TAM | EDITOR IN CHIEF
HAYDEN YOUNG | CO-EDITOR
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HAYDEN YOUNG | DIRECTOR

Fascinated by the visual culture across a wide range 
of disciplines, Hayden is particularly interested in news 
related to creative industries. His early exposure in visuals 
arts has cultivated his talent in illustration and photography. 
Currently, he is the director of SEAMS, in charge of the 
creative presentation of the show. He is also a senior leader 
of AISHK’s community service club and is involved with 
freelance graphic design for the school.

ABIGAIL OH | PRODUCER

Abigail has always been active within AISHK’s performing 
arts scene. Her keen interest in musicals and drama 
performances, as well as community service, led her to 
the role of producer for Seams 2019. As the producer, 
she is in charge of the organization and final execution 
of the show. Her background in music allowed her to 
plan the show in both a practical and creative way. She 
is currently in her final year of high school, and also 
hold student leadership roles as school prefect and 
house captain.
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Emily Busby

katie lo

neha melwani

Katie Lo is a 30 year old designer, currently living in 
Hong Kong. In 2013, she graduated from the University 
of the Arts London (UAL), and since then, has gained 5 
years working experience within the design industry. 
Her design inspiration for this collection comes from 
Rainbow Meteor. The gradient pastel colour prints, 
and paper ruffles are both key elements of her design 
tonight. The contrasting colours can bring out the 
images of the colourful meteor with the base of the 
black fabric.

“It is a great experience for me to go from 
the process of design to a handmade outfit. 
I am very happy to join this show and 
have enjoyed every moment.”

rachel wong

designers



samantha tsui

designers krsna hemlani
Krsna Hemlani is a 16 year old student, currently 

studying at the Australian International School 
Hong Kong. She has recently been a stylist for 

another charity fashion show, Frayed. Her 
garments reflect the theme of both dusk and 
dawn, and it includes the different shades of 

blues, oranges and purples within the fabrics 
that were used to make her garments.

“Designing for Seams was an amazing 
experience, it ’s always fun experimenting 
with new fabrics and sewing techniques.”

cindy liang

“Blue Porcelain” is the reflection of how deeply my 
Chinese culture has influenced my creativity and style. 
The collection focuses on old Hong Kong architectures to 
create dramatic and structured avant-garde silhouettes. 
Streetwear is also incorporated with pungent colours that 
were inspired by the colours of dusk, such as red and blue 
contrasting against the black. Repetitive and intricate 
dragon patterns are utilised to embody the blue & white 
patterns painted on Chinese ceramics. 
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Kristy is currently studying at the Australian 
International School Hong Kong. She is very 

passionate towards singing and is very excited to 
share her passion with you all tonight. In the 

previous years, she has participated in many 
performances, including: the lead role of Madame 

Marvel in the Wizard of Oz and Frayed, another 
charity fashion show. She is an active member of 

the Australian International School’s vocal 
ensemble. Today, she is performing Leviathan. 

This song has an awakening melody, which 
connects to the theme of radiance. The lyrics 

include visual imagery of nature, and most 
importantly, provides the audience with a 

relaxing picture in their minds.

KRISTY
LAI, 18

LIZZIE LAI 
(VIOLIN), 14

Daniel Stapleton was born in Hong 
Kong. He is currently studying in the 

Australian International School Hong 
Kong, and has always loved the performing arts 

program. His interest in physical theatrical 
performance, as well as a musical background 

through learning the french horn, trumpet, 
piano and singing, led him to become involved 

in the school orchestra and vocal ensemble. He 
has previously performed in a Cinderella 

pantomime,and the school’s latest musical, the 
Wizard of Oz. Tonight, he will be 

performing Shotgun by George Ezra.  

DANIEL STAPLETON, 15

JASMINE
WONG 

(PIANO), 14



Liz is currently studying at the French International 
School. She has been singing practically her whole 
life and recently she has been performing every 
month in a bar with a band. In the last two years, she 
has competed several times and won a few sessions of 
recording original songs and covers in studios. Last 
year, she discovered that she is able to audition to 
perform in fashion shows, and will soon perform in 
the Innovation (SIS), Couture (FIS), Caelestis and Seams 
(AISHK). Tonight she will be performing love on the 

brain by Rihanna. 

LIZ 
BOUSSER, 15

“I chose this song because I used 
to always sing it in a particularly 

difficult time and recently experienced 
something similar so I thought of it.”

IKA LIU, 22
Ika Lu is a 22-year-old singer-songwriter. Last year, she 
graduated from the University of Glasgow with a Sociology 
degree and has just started her singing career. Her passion 
for singing starts at a very young age. From primary school 
onwards, Ika has participated in different singing shows 
and competitions and has performed with different local 
artists over the years. She chose the song If I Ain’t Got You, 
because she had once won a singing contest with it at high 
school. She especially dedicated this song to those who 
were once like her, who have big dreams but are doubtful 
about themselves. Because let’s face it, chasing your dream 
is a long journey, with a bittersweet experience. This song 
reminds her of the victories and failures that she faced 
along the journey. She hopes this song will also inspire you 
to believe in yourselves, be ambitious, keep the faith and 
work hard persistently for your dreams. 
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photographers
KINGSTON TAM, 16

GIANETTA 
WONG

Kingston Tam is a student at the Australian International 
School Hong Kong. He is an avid photographer and has 
assisted continuously for various media aspects of the 
Seams of a New Era fashion show. He is also involved in 
freelance photography and film production with the 
school.

Gianetta Wong is an alumni of AISHK, graduated in 2016. She 
is talented in design and photography, and has participated 
in the Seams of a New Era fashion show as the photographer 
for the past 3 years. Gianetta is currently a year 2 student 
at the University of Manchester, studying architecture.

Carson Young is a former student at the 
Australian International School Hong Kong 

and is currently enrolled at the University of 
Melbourne. He is particularly interested in 

photography and playing the guitar and was 
the Head of Media for TEDxYouth@AISHK in 2017.

CARSON YOUNG, 19



photographers

makeup 
artists

WALTER MA, KAREN LEUNG, 
VIVIAN SIU, DANNA TONG, 

BITTY LUK



Chester Siu may be a familiar face to some of you, as he is an 
alumni of AISHK, graduated in 2013. Chester is particularly 
talented in videography and photography, and has previously 
worked on covering multiple AISHK Seams of a New Era fashion 
shows and the Performing Arts Showcases. Currently, Chester is 
moving on to pursue his own venture at the Savannah College of 
Art and Design Hong Kong, centred on his expertise in 
cinematography.
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Producer: Lucy Fuge
Writer/Director: Hayden Young
DP/Editor/Colourist: Chester Siu
Models: Audrey Au, William 
Olliffe, Mimi Pash
Volunteers: Ivy Kwok, Kylie Lau, 
Abigail Oh, Kingston Tam, Jocelyn Wong
Model manager: Laura Monaci

film production
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MODEL: NATHAN TOMKINS
PHOTOGRAPHER: LUCY FUGE



special thanks 
PHOTOGRAPHERS

Ashvin Malkani
Kingston Tam

Gianetta Wong
Carson Young

TEACHERS AND STAFF 

Ms Christina Carini
Mr Danny Freer
Ms Elise Kelly
Ms Claire Lo

Mrs mannings and 
her facility team
Mr Julian Sabnani

Ms Amanda Sze
MR EDMUND SZE

Mr Paul Ng
Mr Peter Stapleton

MS karina ye

STAGE AND LIGHTING 
TECHNICIANS

Thomas Cheng
Mr Thomas Chiu

Elwood Fong
Keely Shirley

GENERAL 
VOLUNTEERS

Hana Abbot
davina chan

Kayleigh Cheung
Nikki Evans
Ella Fraser

Ocean Hartnett
Krsna Hemlani

Ryan Ho
Janice Leung

Petah Mallios 
Stella Ng
Cobie tsoi

Rohana Utamchandani
Valerie yuen

STAGE MAKING TEAM

Elizabeth Lai
Karmen Lau

Kylie Lau
Emma Loui

Ashvin Malkani



BIG THANKS TO OUR 

sponsors





FOLLOW US ON social media
@ASIHKSEAMS

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!


